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Empathize

Client - Canada’s leading 
disarmament organization with the 

main goal of upholding 
international humanitarian law by 
preventing autonomous weapons 
entering military and conventional 
use before the weapons become 

widely used and regulations 
become impossible to implement.

User - Lawmakers and Politicians 
who pass laws and can makes 

policies on autonomous weapons

Needs - A virtual reality experiences 
that highlight the dangers of 

autonomous weapons



Define
Problem Statement:
Mines Action Canada needs a convincing one-minute video of a 
realistic VR environment of a future situation that persuades 
lawmakers to regulate autonomous killer robots by 
demonstrating ethical and technical problems with 
autonomous killer weapons.



Define: Benchmarking

Comparison of several past projects

Highlighted some of our most important categories 
and compared them to similar projects

Identified importance of each category

Gave a brief description on what each group did



Define: Design Criteria vs Target 
Specifications

Design Criteria: Target Specifications:



Ideate: 
Conceptual 
Design + Idea



Prototype I



Prototype II



Client Feedback

“Make it more specific to killer robots”

Our idea was that too vague and could 
be replicated with humans and was 
not specific to autonomous weapons.

“Limit it to one setting”

We initially had 2 settings, an 
overground room and an underground 
tunnel system. It was ambitious and 
we might not have been able to reflect 
our theme of killer robots well.



Summary: Challenges and 
Lessons 
We needed to adjust our story, setting and themes to 
better align with the client needs. 

1. Our script did not focus specifically on the robots as 
being the main issue and did not align with the new 
setting. We changed our script to be more conversation 
and theme oriented to better get our point across.

2. We initially had the setting split into 2 different parts 
one in a house and one underground, but now we should 
limit it to one. We already bought assets for the 
overground portion, so we had to focus on creating an 
environment that was completely overground. 



Prototype III Plans



Next Steps

Animations: We need the models to display different and 
dynamic animations throughout the conversation.

VR Environment: We need to add some final touches to the VR 
environment like adding propaganda posters and bullet holes.

Voice Acting: We need to record our lines in the game or in post-
processing.



ANY QUESTIONS 
OR COMMENTS?
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